
Customer’s Signature Date

Remark1:

United States persons are defined as US Citizen, US Resident, Green card Holder, US Partnership, US Corporation, US Trustee or 

Estate, US Government, State, District of Columbia (or any agency or instrumentality thereof)

Nonetheless, the above definitions may be changed subject to the US Laws.

RISK ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FORM   
 

At my/our  own discretion, when purchasing Mutual Funds, Fixed Income Securities or other investment products (“Investment Products”) 
distribute by Citibank, N.A., Bangkok Branch (“Citibank, N.A.”), I/We am/are fully aware of, and understand the following:  
1. Investment Products are not bank deposits, or bank insured obligations of, or guaranteed by Citibank, N.A., Citigroup, Inc. or any of its 
affiliates or subsidiaries unless otherwise stated and are subject to investment risks, including the possible loss of the principal amount invested.  
2. Past performance is not indicative of future results; prices can go up or down.  
3. If I/We redeem my/our Investment Products, I/We may receive more or less than I/We paid depending upon the value of Investment Products 
at the time of redemption. I/We agree and understand that Citibank, N.A., Citigroup, Inc. or any of its affiliates or subsidiaries in any 
circumstances hold no responsibility when the value of the Investment Products at any time is less than the principal, unless otherwise specified.  
4. When investing in the Investment Products that are denominated in non-local currency, I/We are aware of the risk of exchange rate 
fluctuations that may cause a loss of principal.  
5. Sales Charges: The prospectus that I/We received and/or Citibank, N.A.’s announcement discloses any fee related to Investment Products.  
6. I/We represent and warrant as follows: “that I/We am/are not a US person for purposes of US federal income tax, and that I/We am/are not 
acting for, or on behalf of, an US person. I/We am/are not resident in the US. I/We acknowledge that a false statement or misrepresentation of tax 
status by a US person could lead to penalties under US law. If my tax status changes and/or I/We become a US citizen or resident of the United 
States or change my mailing address to the USA, I/We undertake to notify Citibank, N.A. within 30 days of such change in status. In the event, 
I/We become a US person, I/We agree that Citibank, N.A. shall be entitled to do all acts and things it deems necessary, including but not limited 
to non-acceptance of any instructions provided by me to purchase any investment product, liquidation of the affected assets and/or a transfer of 
my account to an alternate vehicle. I/We agree to bear all costs and expenses incurred by Citibank, N.A.  as a result thereof.  
7. In an event that I/We decide to invest in the Investment Products that have higher risk than risk of my/our risk profile, I/We am/are fully aware 
of, and under-stand that:  
“The transaction will be done on my/our own discretion. I/we decide to buy this investment although its risk level is higher than my/our risk  
profile suggests is appropriate for me/us.”  
8. In the case that I/We invest in the fund(s), I/We acknowledge that the fund(s) are managed/opened/maintained by third party fund house(s). In 
the case that I/We invest in fixed income securities, I/We acknowledge that the fixed income securities are issued from the issuer(s). Both third 
party fund houses(s) and fixed income securities issuer(s)  are not related or have any juristic relation to Citibank, N.A. or Citigroup, Inc. or any of 
its affiliates or subsidiaries unless otherwise stated. The transaction confirmation, semi-annual report,annual report, and any other related 
investment documents, if any,  will be prepared and sent by the fund house and/or Citibank, N.A.,  unless otherwise stated.  
9. Citibank, N.A. acts as a sales facilitating and supporting agent of the Investment Products only.  
In the case of giving Investment Products instructions via a taped phone to Citibank, N.A., as per the power-of-attorney given to Citibank, 
N.A., I/We am/are aware that the bank’s call back may be done to verify the transaction. I/We also accept that the bank can do such transaction 
on my/our behalf and that the transaction done over the phone, besides the order medium, is identical to face-to-face transactions.  
10. I/We am/are aware that I/We cannot cancel the transaction after I/We completed the instruction on the phone since Citibank, N.A. has to 
promptly proceed with the transfer of buying orders to the Fund Houses or fixed income securities dealer accordingly.  
 

Citibank, N.A. reserves the right to alter the above Terms and Conditions from time to time without prior notifications to the investors.  
I/We agree and shall be bound with terms and conditions stipulated herein and otherwise as may be informed by the Bank from time to time.  
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